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Average metacritic.com score 86%

2M+ units sold (PC only!) in 4 years

18% (units) sold via digital 
distribution (mostly Steam)

All this with a marketing budget 
of $2M (world-wide)

... and the game is still selling!

Witcher 1 - con!dential data

North America
533,780 units

Germany, Switzerland, Austria
275,317 units

UK
131,668 units

France
92,770 units

Europe (others)
224,949 units

Australia, New Zealand, Asia
92,643 units

Poland (+ other CE countries)
293,062 units

Russia + CIS
456,600 units



Average metacritic.com score 88%

1M+ units sold (PC only!) in 6 months!

24% (units) sold via digital distribution 
(mostly Steam and GOG.com)

This time with a higher marketing 
budget of $5M (world-wide)

Witcher 2 - con!dential data

North America
269,700 units

Germany, Switzerland, Austria
130,053 units UK

74,225 units

France
47,352 units

Europe (others)
93,932 units

Australia, New Zealand, Asia
68,863 units

Poland (+ other CE countries)
185,123 units

Russia + CIS
234,215 units



HOW WE DID IT

(and how you can too!)



De!ne who your game is for.1

Make sure gamers will !nd out about it.2

Plan how they’ll buy it: digital, retail, or both.3

Support your game and your gamers!4

Do not repeat our mistakes!5

In order to get to your !rst 1M units sold:



In other words - who is going to buy your game and why?

In our case the answer was:
Mature 17+ male RPG gamer looking for something fresh in the 
genre. Intelligent and willing to play games with complicated 
themes.

Witcher description (from 2006, but still up to date):
The Witcher returns to the roots of the role-playing genre with a 
fresh and modern approach emphasizing story and character in 
a vibrant world, while incorporating tactically deep real-time 
combat like no game before it.

De!ne who your game is for.1



For sure you are working on a great game, but how are your future 
customers going to !nd out about it?

First and foremost:
YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SUCCESS (or failure) OF YOUR 
GAME!!! Be active in communication; appoint one person from your 
team to be in charge of PR & Marketing.

Include in your production plan regular marketing assets delivery and 
polish each asset to the limit. What you deliver is how your game will 
be perceived!

Make sure gamers will !nd out about it.2



Ideas for a PR/Marketing Action Plan
Dev Diary every week or two (your teammates can shoot it).1
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Cover Art



Character Renders
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Trade Shows - GC 2010 Press Pack
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Ideas for a PR/Marketing Action Plan
Dev Diary every week or two (your teammates can shoot it).1

New screenshots every week.2

Gameplay videos - how often can you deliver something really good?4

Press Releases - do not forget to attach screenshots.5

Interviews - again always send over graphics to illustrate your game.6

Trade shows - be there the “guerrilla way” if you can’t afford a booth.7

Meeting with media - can you afford a press tour? It does pay off!8

Cover-arts / Character Renders - even one or two can make a big difference.3

... do not forget to CALL TO ACTION!9



Sign distribution 
or publishing deals



Sign digital distribution deals3

If you are the lucky one who is not going through retail --  
CONGRATULATIONS! Your life became much easier!

Maximize your digital deal:  prepare a good launch offer 
and do not forget about promotions to drive sales.

Digital distribution accounted for 24% of our units sold on 
Witcher 2 PC, but in some territories like North America, it was 
70% of our revenues.



Prepare your launch offering (digital)

Digital Premium Edition (Basic SKU - equivalent of the retail’s Premium)
$49.99/€49.99
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Sign publishing/distribution deals3

Do research. Where will your game sell?1

Find a legal counsel and, if you are not experienced in business, a biz advisor.3

2 Find partners in key regions. Who will be the best to handle your game?

4 Decide early: what business issues matter the most?

Run your P&L well. How much will you make per unit?5



Sample P&L*

*Sample P&L - not actual CD Projekt RED data.



Sign publishing/distribution deals3

Do research. Where will your game sell?1

Find a legal counsel and, if you are not experienced in business, a biz advisor.3

2 Find partners in key regions. Who will be the best to handle your game?

4 Decide early: what business issues matter the most?

Run your P&L well. How much will you make per unit?5

Agree on terms. How will sales be reported? How will you be paid?6



Sample royalty report*

*Sample royalty report - not actual CD Projekt RED data.



Sample royalty report*

*Sample royalty report - not actual CD Projekt RED data.



Sign publishing/distribution deals3

Do research. Where will your game sell?1

Find a legal counsel and, if you are not experienced in business, a biz advisor.3

2 Find partners in key regions. Who will be the best to handle your game?

4 Decide early: what business issues matter the most?

7 ... and make sure you have enough time to negotiate it!

Run your P&L well. How much will you make per unit?5

Agree on terms. How will sales be reported? How will you be paid?6



Prepare your launch offering (retail)

Premium Edition (Basic SKU)
$49.99/€49.99

Collectors Edition (Limited - really!)
$129.99/€99.99
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Support your game and your gamers4

Plan and set up a customer support team (even if it’s 1 person).1

Apologize early. Apologize publicly.4

Have a team ready to develop patches and !xes, but focus on priorities!3

2 Read media and consumer feedback (comments, forums, etc.).

5 Be honest with your fans. If !xes will take a month - TELL THEM!

Remember to offer updates, enhancements, and additional content.6



Extensive Tutorial
Gradually explains the depth of The Witcher 2’s 

combat and gameplay mechanics.

Dark Mode
Provides the ultimate challenge for players 

and a completely new set of dark-themed gear.

Arena (arcade style mode)
In!nitely replayable and progressively more challenging.



Support your game and your gamers4

Plan and set up a customer support team (even if it’s 1 person).1

Apologize early. Apologize publicly.4

Have a team ready to develop patches and !xes, but focus on priorities!3

2 Read media and consumer feedback (comments, forums, etc.).

5 Be honest with your fans. If !xes will take a month - TELL THEM!

Remember to offer updates, enhancements, and additional content.6

Selling a game is like entering a long-term relationship. 7





The Witcher 2: Lessons Learned



Lesson #1

Organization of our PR & Marketing department sucked:
    - unrealistic schedule
    - poor coordination and prioritization
    - all above resulting in lack of assets and irreversibly lost coverage

PROBLEM

Assigned a senior team member with leverage over key dev team 
members to lead the pipeline of assets production. This was not 
enough to catch up; we had to sign up some external contractors at 
signi!cant costs & complication. 

WHAT WE DID



Lesson #2

Not enough time planned for balance and !nal polish. As a result, at 
launch the game was way too difficult in the !rst hours, while it was 
too easy at the end.

PROBLEM

All hands on board = working 24/7 to come up with the !rst patch, 
then another and !nally releasing v2.0 in September. Unfortunately, 
you only have one chance at a !rst impression.

WHAT WE DID



Lesson #2

“It starts off as a deeply unsatisfying game which wants to punish players who 
try to enjoy it, then becomes rather endearing, with the acquisition of power and 
loot at least providing a traditional sense of accomplishment. When all's said 
and done, however, the game's high points arrive too late and provide too little. “
Destructoid.com

“As a world-building exercise, The Witcher 2 succeeds masterfully but there are 
deep "aws in its game design.”
Escapistmagazine.com

"Some may say that Witcher 2 is just a hard game and I need to adapt, but that 
isn't the case. It's just hard to play."
Gamecritics.com



Lesson #3

Launch stability issues:
    - Pre-game launcher broken
    - DRM affected performance severely
    - Auto updater broken

PROBLEM

We had 20+ people in customer support and still we could barely 
handle all of the requests. We immediately removed both the DRM 
and auto-patching, but it took more than 2 months to !nally have 
the launcher up and running properly.

WHAT WE DID



Lesson #3



Lesson #4

Following the ‘different DLC for each retailer’ trend. Indeed we made 
retailers happy and got additional trade marketing support, but we 
annoyed and confused the hell out of a lot of gamers.

PROBLEM

Two weeks after the release of the game, we made all DLC available 
for free. We made the gamers happy, but at the same time we made 
quite a few retailers unhappy.  It’s de!nitely not easy to please 
everyone ;)

WHAT WE DID



Lesson #4



WAKE UP!!!
(all you have to lose is - everything!)



De!ne who your game is for.1

Make sure gamers will !nd out about it.2

Plan how they’ll buy it: digital, retail, or both3

Support your game and your gamers!4

Do not repeat our mistakes!5

In order to get to your !rst 1M units sold:



Good luck!
I wish you your !rst million!




